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ACOUSTIC SIGNAL REPRESENTATION BY THE STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE WAVELET SUBBAND COEFFICIENTS FOR TOMOGRAPHIC INVERSION



M. Taroudakis1,2 and G. Tzagkarakis3,4 1



Department of Mathematics, 2Department of Computer Science University of Crete, Knossou Ave 71409, Heraklion, Crete, GREECE and 3 Institute of Applied and Computational Mathematics, 4Institute of Computer Science Foundation for Research and Technology-Hellas, P.O.Box 1527, 711 10 Heraklion, Crete, GREECE e-mail: [email protected], [email protected] The paper deals with the representation of an acoustic signal in terms of the wavelet subband coefficients as an alternative tool for tomographic or geoacoustic inversions. This technique is used in image processing and has demonstrated its efficiency for image reconstruction. The possibility of transferring this technique for inverse problems in underwater acoustics is promising. The paper presents first results from analysis of the properties of the wavelet subband coefficients with respect to variations of the environmental parameters, an issue which is critical in the evaluation of the technique for underwater acoustic inversions. 1. INTRODUCTION: Inverse problems in underwater acoustics are associated with measurements of the acoustic field performed in the frequency or the time domain. In every case a set d of “observables” is defined which form the input parameters of the inverse problem. The observables are related with the recoverable parameters m through a linear or non-linear vector equation of the form : f(d, m) = 0



(1)



The inversion procedure is based on the properties of the relationship between m and d and it is more efficient if even slight changes of the “model parameters” are associated with relatively big changes of the observables. The efficiency of a specific inversion procedure is therefore directly related to the character of the observables and a major task on a specific



physical problem is to define observables which will be more sensitive to changes of the model parameters and easily identified in noisy environments. In many applications of ocean acoustic tomography and geoacoustic inversions, the acoustical measurements are performed in the time domain and the measured signals are suitably processed in order that characteristic observables such as ray, mode or peak arrivals are identified, or they are transformed in the time-frequency domain in order that dispersion curves are defined. The aim of a suitable inversion procedure is to associate the observed characteristics of the signal with the model parameters (e.g sound speed profiles in the water and/or bottom domains, layer thicknesses and densities, source location etc.). A great amount of literature is devoted to different issues of inversion procedures in underwater acoustics (see for instance [1] and [2]). The present paper proposes a different type of observables, which are easily obtained by suitable processing of the measured signal and can be used for inversions. 2. STATISTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE WAVELET SUBBAND COEFFICIENTS A major issue in non-linear inversions for underwater acoustic problems is the speed and robustness of the process. Full wave inversions requiring the comparison of a whole sequence of signals may prove very slow. In the proposed statistical framework, we accurately represent the content of an underwater signal with a set of features, which is much smaller in size than the signal itself and also than any other representation in the frequency or wavelet domain. The major task in this approach is the Feature Extraction (FE). We are interested in features that precisely and uniquely describe the internal characteristics of an underwater signal. These characteristics represented by the appropriate features will be the basis of the inversion procedure In our proposed approach an acoustical signal is characterized by a set of statistical features which represent the parameters of the distribution that models the coefficients of a transformed version of the measured signal. For this purpose we employed the wavelet transform which carries a time-domain signal, to the wavelet domain. This preprocessing step makes easier the statistical modeling of the input signal. The measured signal is decomposed into several scales by employing a multilevel 1-D Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). This transform works as follows: starting from the given signal s(t), two sets of coefficients are computed at the first level of decomposition, (i) approximation coefficients A1 and (ii) detail coefficients D1. These vectors are obtained by convolving s(t) with a low-pass filter for approximation and with a high-pass filter for detail, followed by dyadic decimation. At the second level of decomposition, the vector A1 of the approximation coefficients, is decomposed in two sets of coefficients using the same approach replacing s(t) by A1 and producing A2 and D2. This procedure continues in the same way, namely at the k-th level of decomposition we filter the vector of the approximation coefficients computed at the (k-1)-th level. Motivated by previous works, where such a statistical approach was used on image processing issues [3], [4], [5], we follow a similar procedure for the FE step. According to this approach, in the FE step the signal is first decomposed into several scales by employing a 1-D DWT as described above. The next step in this statistical framework, is based on the accurate modelling of the tails of the marginal distribution of the wavelet coefficients at each subband by adaptively varying the parameters of a suitable density function. The extracted features of each subband are the estimated parameters of the corresponding model. For



instance, in the case of a Gaussian model the wavelet coefficients at each subband would be represented by only two parameters, i.e. their estimated values for the mean and the variance. In the work presented here, we study the Symmetric Alpha-Stable (SaS) model for the statistical characterization of the wavelet subband coefficients. According to this method, the wavelet subband coefficients are modelled as SaS random variables. The SaS distribution, which does not have a closed-form expression except for the Cauchy and Gaussian cases, is best defined by its characteristic function. As there are multiple parameterizations of the general one-dimensional stable densities, the characteristic function can take different forms depending on the choice of the parameterization. Typical forms for the SaS case are as follows:



( ) φ (ω ) = exp( jδω − γ ω )



(2)
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where α is the characteristic exponent, taking values 0 < α ≤ 2 , δ ( − ∞ < δ < ∞ ) is the location parameter, and γ , γ 1 (γ , γ 1 > 0 ) are the dispersions of the distributions, with γ 1 = α 1/α γ . The SaS model is suitable for describing signals with heavier distribution tails following an algebraic rate of decay that depends on the value of the characteristic exponent: P( X > x) ~ cα x −α . The more impulsive a signal, the heavier its distribution tails are, so we expect that the SaS model will be proper for the desired modeling. As it was mentioned above, the FE step becomes an estimator of the model parameters. The desired estimator in our case is the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator. The estimation of the SaS model parameters (α , γ ) is performed using the consistent ML method described by Nolan [6],[7] which provides estimates with the most tight confidence intervals. The statistical fitting proceeds in two steps: first we assess whether the wavelet subband coefficients deviate from the normal distribution by employing normal probability plots. As a second step, we employ the amplitude probability density (APD) curves ( P ( X > x ) ) that give a good indication of whether the SaS fit better matches the coefficients near the mode and on the tails of the distribution. 3. A TEST CASE As a first step towards the study of the application of the statistical approximation of the wavelet subband coefficients for inversions, we study the representation of a typical tomographic signal in terms of the estimated parameters for each subband of the signal’s wavelet domain version. We choose a shallow water environment with parameters represented in Table 1. A linear sound speed profile is considered. The simulated signal measurement ( s(t) ) in a noise free environment at a range of 5 km and depth of 100 m is presented in Figure 1. Instead of identifying ray, mode or peak arrivals or even looking for the dispersion curves of the signal. we are applying a 1-D wavelet transform on the normalized time domain signal ( snormal = (s(t)-mean(s(t))/std(s(t)) ) and extract the statistical features of the wavelet coefficients. We used the Daubechies’ “db4” filter for a 3 level decomposition (which results in 3 Detail vectors and 1 Approximation vector).



As an illustration, the non-Gaussian behaviour of the wavelet coefficients of the signal is depicted in Figure 2. This figure clearly displays the non-Gaussianity of the coefficients as their distribution deviates from the straight Gaussian line. Figure 3 depicts the heavy-tailed behaviour of the coefficients. We can see that the SaS density follows very closely the tail of the empirical APD. We then characterize the signal by the estimated parameters of the distributions of the wavelet coefficients at each subband, which means that the time-domain signal is now represented by a total of just 8 parameters (2 for each subband). In order to study the sensitivity of the features in small perturbations of the environmental parameters we consider a variation of the sound speed profile described by a small perturbation of the value of the sound speed at the bottom which is now 1510 m/sec. After proceeding in the same manner we extract the corresponding 8 parameters for this signal. Figure 4 compares the APD curves at each subband, of the original signal (solid line) and its perturbed version (dashed line).



Table 1: Environmental and source parameters for the test case.



Parameter f 0 (Hz) ∆f (Hz) water depth H (m) c(0) (m/sec) c(100) (m/sec) cb (m/sec)



Value 100



ρb (kg/m3)



1200



40 100 1500 1515 1600



Fig. 1 The signal in the time domain



Fig. 2 Normal ProbabilityPlot of the Detail coefficients at at the first level of decomposition (using ‘db4’ filter) of the simulated signal. The “+”marks correspond to the empirical probability density vs the data value for each point in the sample.



Fig. 3 Modeling of the Detail coefficients at the first level of decomposition (using ‘db4’ filter) of the simulated signal with the SαS density depicted in solid line. The estimated parameters are α = 1.27, γ = 0.105. The dotted line denotes the empirical APD



Fig.4: The SαS fit of the empirical APD curves for the original signal (solid line) and its perturbed version (dash-dotted line). The subbands of the first line are Approximation, Detail at Level-3, and those of the second line are Detail at Level-2 and Detail at Level-1 (from left to right).



We observe that the probability distribution curves of the wavelet sub-band coefficients at the level 1 and the approximation level 3 are different between the two cases, which is an indication that their statistical properties can be used for the characterization of the signal and the subsequent inversion. The other two levels do not show significant differences between the two cases. Of course this is by no means a general conclusion and further work is needed to study the character of the wavelet sub-band coefficients for characteristic variations of the environmental and geoacoustic parameters for typical environments to assess the potential and possible limitations of this tool for inversions. 4. CONCLUSIONS The amplitude probability distribution curves of the wavelet sub-band coefficients of an acoustic signal used in ocean acoustic tomography or in other types of inverse underwater acoustic problems are characteristic observables of the signal and can be used for inversions. Their main advantage is that using this concept the signal can be represented by few parameters (e.g characteristic parameters of a specific statistical model representing the distribution of the wavelet sub-band coefficients), once the distribution model is specified. Further work is needed to determine the appropriate statistical model for typical tomographic signals and the significance of the distribution curves for each sub-band. REFERENCES [1] M. I. Taroudakis and G.N. Makrakis eds, Inverse Problems in Underwater Acoustics Springer Verlag, 2001,. [2] O.Diachok, A Caiti, P. Gerstoft and H Schmidt eds, Full Field Inversion Methods in Ocean and Seismic Acoustics. Kluwer Academic Publishers. 1995. [3] M.N. Do and M. Vetterli, ``Wavelet-based texture retrieval using generalized Gaussian density and Kullback-Leibler distance,'' IEEE Trans. Image Processing, vol (11), pp. 146-158, 2002. [4] A. Achim, A.Bezerianos, and P.Tsakalides, ``Novel Bayesian multiscale method for speckle removal in medical ultrasound images,'' IEEE Trans. Med. Imag., vol.(20), pp. 772783, 2001. [5] A.Achim, P.Tsakalides, and A.Bezerianos, ``SAR image denoising via Bayesian wavelet shrinkage based on heavy-tailed modeling,'' IEEE Trans. Geosc. and Rem. Sens., vol. (41), pp. 1773-1784, 2003. [6] J.P. Nolan, ``Parameterizations and modes of stable distributions,'' Statistics & Probability Letters, vol. (38), pp 187-195, 1998. [7] J.P. Nolan, ``Numerical calculation of stable densities and distribution functions,'' Commun. Statist.-Stochastic Models, vol. (13), pp. 759-774, 1997.
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